
Phragmites in Time and Space Worksheet 

Student Name  ____________________________________________________________ 

 

Acronym Activity:  Fill in the correct meaning for each of the acronyms in the following table: 

Acronym Meaning 

A.D. 
 

B.C. 
 

B.C.E 
 

B.P.   
 

C.E. 
 

 

 

 

Time Line Activity 1:  Fill in the appropriate blanks on the following table.  Note that, in each 

row one of the three boxes will always be blank. 

 

 B.C. / B.C.E. A.D.  / C.E.  BP (often rounded) 

First Known 

Fortified City 

(Jericho) 

8000   

The first “henge” is 

built in Stonehenge 

(England) 

  5000 

First Olympic Games 

in Greece. 

776   

The Great 

Colosseum 

("Coliseum") is built 

in Rome 

 80  

Mohammed began to 

dictate the Koran 

  1382 

Humphry Davy, an 

English chemist, 

invented the first 

electric light. 

 1809  



Time Line Activity Two :  Time Line Calculations  

Given that your rope is seventy five feet (75’) long and it represents a 15,000 year time line, 

What distance (in feet and inches) along the rope represents 

A. 100 years  _____________________________________ 

B. 700 years  _____________________________________ 

C.  2,200 years ____________________________________ 

D. 14,000 years _____________________________________



Time Line Activities 3 and 4:   

Activity 3.  Calculate the distance along the rope of each of the following events. 

Activity 4.  Number the events in order from 1 (the event that happened earliest in time)  to X (the event that happened most recently 

 

Human-related “Phrag”  Event Approx. Date Distance 

along rope 

(0 = present 

day) 

Order of 

events from 

1 (earliest) 

to X (latest) 

At about this time the first reed pens were used to write 

on papyrus scrolls in Egypt replacing use of impressions 

in clay tablets, or chipped into stone.  

Images from http://humanpast.net/language/language3k.htm and 

http://www.lib.umich.edu/pap/exhibits/writing/reed_pen.html 

3000BC 

 

 

 In Syria stone sickles have been found that were clearly used to 

harvest plants long before the development of formal agriculture 

(where farmers formally grow plants for harvest, rather than simply 

using those plants that nature provides).  It is believed that one use of 

those stone sickles might have been the harvest of Phragmites for 

use in basketry or thatching.   

(image from http://www.columbia.edu/itc/anthropology/v1007/baryo.pdf) 

11 000 BCE 

 

 



 The first pan pipes discovered in the New World belonging to the 

Hopewell-Ohio culture in Wisconsin have been dated to this era.  They 

were made from several different materials bound together, but the core 

of them was Phragmites.   

300 BC 

 

 

 Phragmites was eaten by aboriginal Australian and Tasmanian 

peoples.  It was also used for spears and for making rafts 

ornaments and string. In addition, the pierced nose decorations of 

many Aboriginals were made from Phragmites stems    

Image from http://fineartamerica.com/images-small/women-with-nose-stick-kim-philipsen.jpg 

1000 AD 

 

 

 Plant fragments from Daxinzhuang, Eastern China dating to the Shang 

Dynasty suggest that Phragmites might have been  involved in religious 

rituals within this society  
Image from http://www.chss.iup.edu/baumler/332syl-s07.htm  

2500 BC 

 

 

 Phragmites is specifically mentioned in 

several places within the writings of the 

Chinese sage, Confucius.  In the “I li” 

Confucius described the sacrifices of food 

provided to the Gods during funerals as 

being places in surrounding funerals are 

described as being in placed in baskets 3 feet 

long made out of Phragmites.  He also 

describes other gifts, such as pieces of Jade 

being placed onto (Image from 

http://www.freewebs.com/aca_deca_china/chineseart.htm) 

2500BP 

 

 



Fragments of grave mats (used to wrap the bodies of 

the dead for burial) made from of Phragmites stems 

with perpendicular strands of cattail (Typha) have 

been found in Peru that date to this period.  In 

addition, containers made from Phragmites stems 

have been found with pigments stored in them, and 

combs and spindles made of these reeds have also 

been found in several archeological sites in this 

region.  

Image from http://www.gutenberg.org/files/17730/17730-h/17730-h.htm  

6000BP 

 

 

First evidence of sailing: An image on a fragment of 

pottery found in Kuwait from this time appears to show 

a 2 masted reed-bundle boat.  As well as the Phragmites 

reed in the boat itself, the rope used on these boats was 

also often made from Phragmites.   

Image from http://hinduthought.googlepages.com/oldestboat.doc 

5000BC 

 

 

 Seeds preserved in deposits in the floor of a cave in 

Israel and plant fragments in charcoal from that cave 

suggest Phragmites may have been gathered for use as 

food by humans long before the development of formal 

agriculture ( Image from http://tiny.cc/O07kH ) 

15,000 BP 

 

 

Phragmites was used for many different purposes in the Anasazi culture of 

the American South West (Arizona, New Mexico, Utah and Colorado).   It 

was smoked like a cigarette, was used to weave mats, to make arrow shafts, 

as a prayer stick and to make flutes.  Image from 

http://www.petroglyphs.us/article_dating_coso_projectile_point_petroglyphs.htm 
 

800 AD.       

 

 



 An engraved cylinder seal from this period shows a house built 

of [Phragmites] reeds that uses recognizably the same 

architecture that Iraq’s indigenous marsh dwellers, the Ma’dan 

people, used in the 20th century.  Image from 

http://www.westcler.org/gh/curlessmatt/arthistory/2a/3cylinderseals.jpg 

5000 BCE 

 

 

 In Iraq impressions of ancient reed baskets and 

mats have been found that suggest that they 

were made using the same techniques (which 

involves Phragmites) as modern ones are in this 

area.  In addition, there is evidence of the use of 

Phragmites in the construction of simple reed 

rafts or primitive boats from the same period in 

this area 

Image from 
http://www.catalhoyuk.com/images/archive_rep98/98fig16.gif 

8500 BCE 

 

 

 Powhatan Indians (in the Chesapeake Region of Virginia) 

were using reed mats to build their homes, as mats for the 

floor, as well as for baskets when they met their first 

Europeans.  Image from http://niahd.wm.edu/index.php?browse=image&id=997 

1600 CE 

 

 

 Construction of thatched houses close to one 

another in the growing towns of this period was one 

reason for the disastrous fires that often occurred in 

early British cities. The first great fire of London in 

1212 burned much of the city, including the old 

London Bridge. This and several previous fires lead 

the “Ordinance of 1212” which prohibited building 

new thatch roofs in London and required that 

existing thatched roofs be whitewashed with plaster. 

1212 AD 

 

 



Unfortunately, because thatch was cheap this ordinance was rarely enforced, a fact 

that contributed to the great fire of London in 1666 that killed tens of thousands of 

people. Image from  http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=398753485 

 A plant mistaken as sorghum is portrayed 

on carved artwork on a limestone slab 

forming part of the palace of Sennacherib at 

Ninevah, Iraq.  These same reed houses 

also appear in a relief carved in the seventh 

century BC, during the reign of the Assyrian 

king Sennacherib, which shows men in 

battle among the famously impenetrable 

reed beds.  

http://www.bibleorigins.net/MVC-149S.JPG  

700BC  

 

 

Phragmites is currently the most 

widespread plant in the world. 

Image from 

http://ian.umces.edu/pdfs/iannewsletter7.pdf 

2009 AD 

 

 



 

And after twisting together a crown of thorns, they put it on His 

head, and a reed in His right hand; and they knelt down before 

Him  And they spit upon him, and took the reed, and smote him 

on the head. and mocked Him, saying, "Hail, King of the Jews!"  

Matthew 27:29 & 30.  It is believed that the reed referred to in 

this text and several other Bible passages was Phragmites 

Image from http://i20.photobucket.com/albums/b241/argentcent/Art/crownthorns_duccio.jpg 

33 AD 

 

 

First Evidence of invasive 

European strain (haplotype) 

of Phragmites in North 

America  

Image from 

http://ian.umces.edu/pdfs/iannewsletter7.pdf 

1900CE 

 

 

Plaster statues shaped like humans from this era 

were discovered in Jordan.  The smaller ones 

are about 1’ tall while the larger ones are nearly 

3’ tall. Their cores are made of Phragmites 

bound together with twine.  They were then 

covered with plaster. 

Images from http://tiny.cc/dobDj    

7000 BCE 

 

 



The common reed got its current scientific name (genus 

Phragmites) from French Botanist Michel Adenston.  The 

name comes from the Greek word for “fence” (phragma) 

which was chosen because of the fence-like growth of this 

reed.   

1763AD 

 

 

 One of the places that we most associate with the 

use of thatch as a roofing material today is England.  

However, the wet climate of this country means that 

organic materials like Phragmites don’t tend to 

preserve well there.  The first known evidence of 

thatched roofs in England dates to this period, 

although they were likely used in this area long 

before this Image from http://www.tslr.net/2007_11_01_archive.html 

500 BC 

 

 

 First evidence of Phragmites use in thatching in 

homes on the Russian Steppes (and maybe for its 

use as food too).  http://tiny.cc/ISuLa  

2000BCE 

 

 

 



Optional Extension Activity  

The timeline we just worked on went back to the beginning of human civilization.  To get a sense of how that relates to the 

timeline of this whole planet lets calculate how many times longer ago each of the following events occurred.  So you get the 

idea the first one is done for you: 

  Time Line Rope Units 

Earliest Evidence of 

Phragmites in North America 

(in fossilized ground sloth 

dung) 

40,000 years ago: 40,000/ 15,000 = 2 2/3 or 

2.67 timeline units 

First Homo sapiens 195,000 years ago  

Earliest EVER evidence of 

Phragmites 

40 million years ago 

 

 

Last of the dinosaurs go 

extinct 

65 Million 
 

First Mammal 220 Million years ago  

First Dinosaur 230 Million  

First reptile  310 Million  

First amphibian 350 Million  

Primitive sharks   375 Million  

First land plants (waxy algae) 430  

First fish   510  



First Sponges (First 

Multicellular organisms) 

900  

First cells with nuclei 

(Eukaryotes) 

1,500  

First Bacteria (Prokaryotes) 3,500  

Formation of the 

approximately homogeneous 

solid Earth by planetesimal 

accretion 

4,600  

 

 


